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THE NALLINE TEST I—DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION*

STANLEY E. GRUPP

Stanley E. Grupp, Ph.D., is an Associate Professor of Sociology at Illinois State University, Normal, Illinois, who has been interested in the Nalline Test for drug addiction since he began research for his Ph.D. dissertation in 1963. He has published two other articles dealing with aspects of this test, and has served as an editor of The Positive School of Criminology (University of Pittsburgh Press 1968). Among his professional activities he has served as consultant for the Department of Mental Health Drug Abuse Programs, State of Illinois, 1967–8.—EDITOR.

This is the first of three articles dealing with the Nalline Test as a narcotic control device. In the present discussion consideration is given to the early history of Nalline as a detector of drug users, to the effects of Nalline, to pupil measurement as an indicator of narcotic use, and to the implementation of the test in the relatively elaborate and extensive programs making use of it in California and Illinois. The second article will consider the rationale sustaining the Nalline Test as a narcotic control device. Objections to and limitations of the Nalline Test as well as an assessment of it will be presented in the third article.

There are few discussions of the multiple aspects of the Nalline Test in the literature.¹ The following discussions assemble and discuss some of the data that are needed for an integrated appraisal of the Nalline Test.

The Nalline (nalorphine or N-Allylnormorphine) Test emerged as a narcotic control measure in the late 1950’s. Nalline is the trade name of Merck and Company, Inc. for nalorphine hydrochloride. Nalline is the common label. It is a synthetic opiate antagonist and as such has the effect of counteracting the physical effects of opiates. This is to say that given the presence of a sufficient concentration of an opiate, the injection of a given amount of Nalline will precipitate the abstinence syndrome. It is this antagonistic effect which forms the basis for the Nalline Test used in some narcotic control programs. The nature and details of this use are described below. Nalline is the most commonly used of several anti-narcotic agents.² The exact mechanism of the antagonistic effect of Nalline in the presence of opiates is unknown.³

Major uses of Nalline are: in the treatment of severe narcotic-poisoning overdosage; in the treatment of respiratory depression following the administration of opiates in medical treatment, for example, anesthesia, surgery, obstetrics, including respiratory depression in the newborn infant of an opiate-addicted mother; and as a means for diagnosis or detection of illicit users of opiates.⁴ The focus of attention in this study is on the latter.

EARLY HISTORY

The antagonistic effect of Nalline to morphine was recognized as early as 1943 by Unna as the result of experimental studies with animals.⁵ Unna’s observation was supported by Hart and others.⁶

² In addition to Nalline one other narcotic antagonist, Lorfan (levallorphan) has had limited use in anti-narcotic testing programs. The uses of Lorfan are similar to those of Nalline. For a brief description of its uses see, LORFAN (LEVALLORPHAN TARTRATE), Package insert, Roche Laboratories, Division of Hoffmann-La Roche Inc. (Nutley, New Jersey, April, 1965). For an extended and technical consideration of the narcotic antagonists emphasizing their chemical and pharmacological qualities and their clinical applications, see, FOLDES, SWEDLOW and SKER, NARCOTICS AND NARCOTIC ANTAGONISTS (1964).

³ For a discussion of the chemical action of Nalline see Dr. Henry Elliott’s discussion in CONFERENCE ON THE USE OF NALLINE IN NARCOTIC CONTROL, Department of Justice, State of California, Fresno, April 1–2, 1960, 22.

⁴ For an early discussion of these various uses see ISBELL, Nalline—A Specific Narcotic Antagonist: Clinical and Pharmacologic Observations, THE MERCK REPORT, 23–26 (April, 1953). See also, NALLINE HYDROCHLORIDE (Nalorphine Hydrochloride), Direction Circular, Ph. 181705, Merck Sharp and Dohme (West Point, Pennsylvania, October, 1962), 10–15.

⁵ UNNA, Antagonistic Effect of N-Allyl-normorphine Upon Morphine, 79 JOURNAL OF PHARMACOLOGY AND EXPERIMENTAL THERAPEUTICS 27–31 (September, 1943).


¹ One exception is the consideration of several facets of the narcotic control aspects of the test by Thorvald Brown. See, BROWN, THE ENIGMA OF DRUG ADDICTION, Ch. 9 (1961).
McCawley in 1944. Experimentation with human subjects at the Addiction Research Center, Public Health Service Hospital, Lexington, Kentucky in the early 1950's led to the recognition that Nalline may serve as a detector of surreptitious users of narcotics. In addition to Doctors Fraser and Isbell and others at the Addiction Research Center, several persons in California contributed to the development of the test. They are Dr. Charles T. Hurley, who experimented with Nalline at the Angelus Emergency Hospital in East Los Angeles from 1954 to 1957 and Dr. James G. Terry, Chief Medical Officer of the Santa Rita Rehabilitation Center (Alameda County), Pleasanton, California, who started experimenting with Nalline at least as early as 1955. Dr. Terry was active in the first full-scale Nalline testing program initiated in Oakland, California in April, 1956.

**Effects**

In general it may be said that the behavior of Nalline depends upon the presence or absence of opiates in the system and upon the amount of Nalline introduced into the system. It is noted that Nalline will not substitute for opiates, and there are no definite symptoms of abstinence upon withdrawal of Nalline.

In nonaddicted persons, both physical and mental effects of Nalline vary in kind and degree from individual to individual. Small amounts of Nalline introduced into normal volunteers and previously addicted persons induce a variety of symptoms which may include drowsiness, a pleasant relaxation, a sense of well-being, dissatisfaction, constriction of the pupil of the eyes, daydreams, giddiness, drooping eyelids, inability to co-ordinate voluntary muscular movements, nausea, and vomiting. Larger doses may induce sweating and anxiety in addition to the above reactions. Isbell observes that,

In nontolerant, nonaddicted persons doses of 5 mg. or less of nalorphine have very little effect other than slight pupillary constriction and depression of respiratory mental volume. Doses of 10 mg. cause mental changes and definite measurable physiological effects. Doses of 15–60 mg. are very likely to cause severe mental reactions, including hallucinations.

The intensity of the abstinence syndrome which is immediately produced by Nalline depends on the quantity administered, the potency of the addicting drug, the length of addiction, the amount of time since the last intake of the opiate and the type of opiate consumed. Each of these are important variables. Several of them are directly related to the question of sensitivity of the Nalline Test and will be considered in a later article. In strongly addicted persons, as the amount of Nalline is increased the severity of the abstinence syndrome increases. "The greater the tolerance, the greater the severity of the abstinence phenomena produced by a given dose of antagonist." Regardless of the tolerance level that has been built up, Nalline in small amounts does not precipitate severe withdrawal symptoms. Isbell observes that "In strongly addicted persons, 1 mg. of Nalline will precipitate slight but detectable abstinence, 3 mg. causes moderate abstinence, 5 mg. severe abstinence, and 10 mg. very severe

8 With regard to the effects of Nalline on nonaddicted persons see, Mosk, Attorney General and Director, Department of Justice, California, A REPORT ON THE SYNTHETIC OPIATE ANT-NARCOTIC TESTING PROGRAM, 10 (1961). See also, Isbell, Thoughts on the Nalorphine Test for the Diagnosis of Addiction, Unpublished paper presented at a meeting sponsored by the California Department of Public Health, Berkeley, California, January 8, 1958, 1 and 2. Isbell, ibid., 1.

9 Elliott in CONFERENCE ON THE USE OF NALLINE IN NARCOTIC CONTROL, op. cit. supra note 3 at 21. In addition to the immediacy of the abstinence syndrome produced by Nalline which is in contrast to the gradual onset of actual withdrawal, the abstinence signs precipitated by Nalline differ in that they are reported to last only a few hours. See, WAY, THE PUPIL TEST FOR DIAGNOSING NARCOTIC USAGE, 7 TRIANGLE 152 (1963).
and FRASER, Drugs in Man, and Clinical Uses of Nalorphine (N-Allynormorphine), TrE effect of opiates on the pupil. See, PELLENS, for example, contains twelve references to the pupil of the eye has long been recognized. TERRY and Point of View, note 1 at 303. AddICTION, op. cit. supra early 1950's. The possibility of using this effect as one of a number of criteria, whether or not the individual has been using opiates. Nalline in the presence of opiates was recognized to determine, either on this basis alone or using this as one of a number of criteria, whether or not the individual has been using opiates.

PUPIL MEASUREMENT

One of the more consistent indicators of opiate use is found in the pupil of the eye. Opiates are notorious pupil constrictors (miosis). Dilation of the pupil, soon after the injection of small amounts of Nalline in persons using opiates, is one of the most persistent antagonistic effects of Nalline, and it is this action that forms the basis of narcotic control programs. In nontolerant persons Nalline produces constriction of the pupil. Specifically, the test as used in narcotic control involves measurement of the pupil before and after the injection of Nalline, to determine, either on this basis alone or using this as one of a number of criteria, whether or not the individual has been using opiates.

Dilation of the pupil upon the introduction of Nalline in the presence of opiates was recognized in the reports of ISBELL, FRASER and others in the early 1950's. The possibility of using this effect as a narcotic control measure seems to have been first suggested by TERRY and BRAUMOEELL. In the words of these observers, "The pupillary response alone is an accurate, sufficient, and sensitive index of narcotic addiction or of occasional use, or of the absence of narcotics." Stemming in part from the work of TERRY and BRAUMOEELL and supported by their experimentation with Nalline in 1954-1955, the first full-scale Nalline testing program was initiated in Oakland, California in 1956.

TERRY and TEIXEIRA describe the emergence of their interest in the pupil measurement procedure to identify opiate users as follows:

We... reviewed the medical literature on Nalline particularly the contributions from the United States Public Health Service at Lexington, Kentucky. They had devised a technique of testing a suspected addict using three doses at twenty minute intervals. Their technique was designed to produce outright withdrawal symptoms. Several addicts were brought to S.R.R.C. (Santa Rita Rehabilitation Center) from the outside and received the test as outlined at Lexington. It rapidly became clear to us in the moderate to heavy narcotic user the test given in this fashion would promptly produce withdrawal symptoms just as stated by the United States Public Health authorities. We then felt that the three doses were cumbersome and time consuming and possibly a single dose would be sufficient. Using a single dose of 5 mg. of Nalline we tested several more addicts. We learned as much from one dose as we did from three... It became our goal in all future testing of addicts not to produce withdrawal symptoms because of the discomfort attached but only a response in the size of the pupil. We felt then as we feel now that this goal was far more humane. The enlargement of the pupil is painless whereas nausea, vomiting, diarrhea, and muscular cramps are certainly discomforting, disconcerting, and not necessary for diagnosis. An enlargement in the size of the pupil following an injection of Nalline is the first change observable in the suspect ad

---

11 Thoughts on the Nalorphine Test for the Diagnosis of Addiction, op. cit. supra note 8 at 3.
12 The Enigma of Drug Addiction, op. cit. supra note 1 at 303.
14 The constrictive function of the opiates upon the pupil of the eye has long been recognized. Terry and Pellens, for example, contains twelve references to the effect of opiates on the pupil. See, TERRY & PELLENS, THE OPium PROBLEM (1928).
15 See, for example, FRASER, Human Pharmacology and Clinical Uses of Nalorphine (N-Allylnormorphine), op. cit. supra note 7; FRASER, NASH, VAN HORN AND ISBELL, Use of Miotic Effect in Evaluating Analgesic Drugs in Man, 98 ARCHIVES INTERNATIONALES DE PHARMACODYNAMIE ET DE THERAPIE 443-451 (1954); and FRASER, VAN HORN AND ISBELL, Studies on N-Allyl-
dict. It is measurable, it is a sign not a symptom and detects the early user.17

Thorvald Brown, who has worked closely with Dr. Terry in the Nalline testing program in Oakland, California and Alameda County, gives Dr. Terry full credit for the development of the pupil measurement procedure as a means of identifying narcotic users. Regarding pupil measurement Brown states:

The technique developed by Dr. James Terry is an adaptation of the procedure formulated by Dr. Isbell and associates at Lexington. The latter method was developed for the purpose of determining the extent of addiction and dependence in each patient for the purpose of treatment. Dr. Terry’s test, as used by Law Enforcement Agencies, is much simpler. It is an innocuous time-saving and safe test which can be administered in any office or clinic. Its purpose is not to diagnose the extent of addiction, nor is it given with the view in mind of prescribing treatment. Its primary function is to detect and isolate those who have been using narcotics, so that enforced abstinence and follow-up can be provided and control measures instigated.18

A number of factors affect the diameter of the pupil including the intensity of light, convergence, and adaptation. These factors must be controlled if maximum results with the Nalline Test are to be obtained. In sum, maximum results from the test can be expected only if the proper physical setting is maintained. Dr. Hurley observes:

Maximum stability of the pupillary system can be established with good light control, convergence control, and adequate preadaptation. Sensitivity of pupil response to drug effects under these conditions is governed by the proper choice of initial pupillary diameter. Having established these conditions, the variability of the pupil mechanism has been reduced to a minimum. The sensitivity of the test will now be related to the amount of the anti-narcotic administered.19

To this end, Dr. Hurley has described the physical structure of the testing procedures in Southern California in part as follows:

... mechanical convergency devices are used and electrical methods of continuously varying and accurately controlling light are also used. The individual sits in a chair converging on a mechanically-moving cyclic fixation point about 4 to 6 feet away. Facing him but only 45 degrees to the left and about 4 to 6 feet from him is a 100-watt, green, outdoor decorative spot light. The intensity of this light is controlled by a variable rheostat on the physician’s desk. Under conditions of constant and reproducible convergence and lighting, the initial diameter of the pupil is measured by comparing the pupil size with a standard pupillometer card and recorded. The individual is then given his specific injection of anti-narcotic. After 15 minutes this is repeated in the same conditions of convergence and lighting. The size of the pupil is measured the second time. If the pupil has changed an adequate amount, this is the end of the test; however, if further information is needed, the pupil will be read again every 10 minutes up to a 45-minute period. The test is done on an entirely ambulatory basis.20

The California Department of Public Health has described in considerable detail the recommended procedure to be followed in Nalline testing. Innumerable precautions are suggested including the recommendation that the subject be placed in bed if addiction is suspected.21 One observer has suggested that if all of the precautions recommended by the California Department of Public

17 Terry & Teixeira, Santa Rita Rehabilitation Clinic: Ten Year Report, Alameda County Sheriff’s Department, Oakland, California, H. P. Gleason, Sheriff, 11-12 (1949-1959).
18 Brown, Three Years of Nalline, Paper presented at Joint Meeting of the Northern-Central California Narcotics Officers Association with Southern California Narcotics Officers, Palm Springs, California, October 29-30, 1959 (mimeograph), 4.
21 California Department of Public Health in Conjunction With the Bureau of Narcotic Enforcement, Department of Justice, Recommended Procedure for Narcotic Use Testing of Probationers and Parolees (1961).
Health were insisted upon the use of the Nalline Test would be greatly restricted.  

A differentiation should be made between the development of the simplified technique of pupillary measurement and the application of this procedure to the detection of surreptitious users of narcotics. In the latter regard, Dr. James Terry has played an important role. Dr. Harris Isbell played an active part in the rediscovery of the utility of the pupil gauge or pupillometer. The pupillometer as used in Nalline testing is typically an oblong 1 x 3 inch card, with black dots graduated in diameter from 1 mm. to 5 mm. in .5 mm. intervals. Sometimes the card takes a different form; for example, a circular nature.

**Testing Routine**

Nalline testing procedures commonly permit the testing of fifteen to twenty or more persons an hour. Testing is typically conducted in the proximity of a room large enough to permit all persons appearing for the test to be seated at one time. This observer has witnessed situations where as many as thirty persons were present. Assuming the individual is not suspected of the use of narcotics the minimum total time spent at the Nalline testing center by any one individual is approximately one-half hour while the maximum time is probably no longer than one hour.

The diameter of the subject's pupil is measured by means of a pupillometer and the reading is recorded. Typically the physical setting and testing procedures are not as elaborate as those specified by the California Department of Health. Immediately following the pupillometer reading, Nalline is injected subcutaneously. The typical dose is 3 mg. Narcotic antidotes are kept available in the event a situation of extreme withdrawal should present itself. After fifteen to thirty minutes the subject's pupil is again measured, and if indicated, the pupil may be read more than once. If dilatation of the pupil is evident, the use of opiates is indicated, and a positive test is recorded. If there is no change in the pupil several alternatives are possible, the most common of which appears to be an equivocal (questionable) recording. Depending on policy, however, a no-pupil-change reading could also be recorded as a positive or perhaps as a negative test.

The above paragraph oversimplifies the complexity of the testing procedures. Testing procedures often vary from jurisdiction to jurisdiction and from time to time within a given jurisdiction. The possibility of variations are several but include such technical aspects as planned variation in the time interval between the several pupil measurements, variation in the dose of Nalline administered and in the establishment of a baseline against which variations of a given subject's pupil may be assessed.

Nalline testing is conducted on a regular and surprise basis. Regular testing is conducted at given times on predetermined days, so that the person in the program knows when he is to appear. In surprise testing the individual is typically informed the day before the test is to be given. Thus, if testing is done in the evening and the individual is informed the morning of the day before, as many as thirty-five hours may elapse between the time of notification and the time of the test. In some situations the testee is informed with as much as forty-eight hours notification. Policies on these points vary considerably.

Usually, persons tested are asked to give their written consent to the test. This is done as a part of the processing after arrival at the testing station and prior to the initial pupil measurement and injection of Nalline. Since practically all testing is conducted as a requirement of probation or parole, presumably refusal to take the Nalline Test could be interpreted as an automatic violation. The obtaining of written consent appears to be motivated by at least two factors: (1) the question of the admissibility of the results of the test as evidence

---


23 Dr. Isbell states that he “invented” or rediscovered the use of the card with circles as a simple method of estimating pupillary size. Letter from Dr. Harris Isbell, January 12, 1965. Terry & Teixeira observe that the pupillometer was originally designed early this century by two San Francisco oculists. See, Terry & Teixeira, Nalorphine Testing for Illegal Narcotic Use in California: Methods and Limitations 2 The Journal of New Drugs 207 (July-August, 1962).

24 Dr. Guy R. Turgeon has observed that in some circumstances an minimal “constriction of a quarter of a millimeter... is often an indication of narcotic use.” Letter from Dr. Guy R. Turgeon, Medical Consultant, Narcotic Control, Parole and Community Services Division, Department of Corrections, Los Angeles, California, July 15, 1965.

25 It is apparent that implementing the latter type of testing variation requires a strong commitment to making the best possible use of the Nalline Test. Of special importance in this regard is an examining physician who is interested in working toward this end.
if permission were not given, and (2) the possibility of civil action. The legal questions raised by this procedure are not considered here but have been discussed by other writers.26

In some jurisdictions a urine sample is collected at each Nalline testing routine so that positive or equivocal pupillometer readings can be further checked and clarified.

Implementation

California and Illinois are the states most active in the use of the Nalline Test. Of the two, California has made the more extensive use of the test and for a longer period of time. Nalline testing was initiated in California in 1956 and in Illinois on a modest scale in 1958. The active use of the test in these two states was continuing in 1968. Use has also been made of the Nalline Test in Phoenix, Portland, and St. Louis. It has been used in Hong Kong both in research and as an adjunct of treatment procedures to identify surreptitious users.27

Still other jurisdictions have considered the test without adopting it.

Nalline testing is conducted as one aspect of a series of efforts to control or treat the drug user. In no jurisdiction is Nalline testing conducted as the single narcotic control measure. Its use has been as an auxiliary device, as an arm of formal narcotic control procedures. It is most commonly used as an adjunct to probation and parole supervision procedures. Thus to an appreciable extent the Nalline Test and its use, its interpretation to the drug user, and the part that it plays in the total narcotic control program, is a reflection of the general nature of the control program. The use of the test reflects not only formally imposed control regulations but also to some extent the strengths and weaknesses of the extant probation and parole casework supervisory procedures. Nalline has been used almost entirely within the limits imposed by a law enforcement program.28

The Nalline Test is a reflection of the total narcotic control program, is a reflection of the drug user, and the part that it plays in the vision procedures. Thus to an appreciable extent used as an adjunct to probation and parole supervisory procedures. It is most commonly used as an auxiliary device, as an arm of formal narcotic control procedures. It is most commonly used as an adjunct to probation and parole supervision procedures. Thus to an appreciable extent the Nalline Test and its use, its interpretation to the drug user, and the part that it plays in the total narcotic control program, is a reflection of the general nature of the control program. The use of the test reflects not only formally imposed control regulations but also to some extent the strengths and weaknesses of the extant probation and parole casework supervisory procedures. Nalline has been used almost entirely within the limits imposed by a


In 1965 it was reported that no more than three or four persons a year had participated. The use of the test was discontinued in recent years because it was felt to be a “surveillant mechanism” as opposed to being a “specific therapy.” It is not anticipated that the test will be readopted.33

Arizona’s use of Nalline is similarly limited in scope. Although authorized by Arizona law, Maricopa County (Phoenix) appears to be the only area in the state that has used the test. In this county, parolees, probationers and volunteers are tested on a regular weekly schedule with the possibility of some surprise tests. Nalline Tests are not checked by urinalysis. Since Nalline testing was initiated in September, 1963, through November 15, 1968, fifty-one persons had been admitted to the program.34 Nalline testing in Arizona seems destined to be a small program because there are relatively few addicts.

**California.** California has made extensive use of Nalline testing.35 The pattern of testing and the extent of this implementation has varied from time to time as well as from agency to agency and from testing clinic to testing clinic.

The earliest formal recommendation in California that Nalline be used to identify former drug users, “out patients” who had started to use narcotics again, seems to have been made in 1954 in a Citizen’s Advisory Committee Report.36 As already indicated, the program in Oakland and surrounding Alameda County was set up about two years later in April, 1956. By 1959 the program had expanded to include all major drug using areas of the state of California. The major use of the test in the state has been with parolees, probationers, and since 1961, with civilly committed persons.

Parolees and civilly committed persons are supervised by the Department of Corrections, the agency responsible for most of the subjects in the Nalline testing program in California. The Los Angeles County Probation Department appears to be the second largest user of the test. In addition, it is given to probationers in areas of the state other than Los Angeles County, and some testing is done for other agencies; for example, the California Youth Authority and the California Division of Motor Vehicles. In 1961 it was reported that ninety-five per cent or more of the Nalline testing was being done on probationers and parolees.37

Differences in the pattern of testing have consisted largely in the relationship between surprise and regular testing and in the use of urinalysis. Reports received by this investigator from California authorities on this point have not always been consistent with each other. Apparently this reflects the variability inherent in programs of this nature, area differences, and the degree of intimate acquaintance with what is actually happening at a given time. The testing patterns and schedules have varied over time depending on such factors as the type of schedule deemed most desirable, including the funds available for the program, progress of the individual, size of the caseload, area of the state, availability of personnel to administer the tests, and the specific type of program the addict is in; for example, regular parole status, civil commitment, or a participant in the former Narcotic Treatment Control Program.

The traditional testing pattern for regular parolees has been four regular and one surprise test a month. Testing patterns have been varied for both regular parolees38 and civilly committed addicts.39 Similarly, the participants in the former Narcotic Treatment Control Program were sub-

33 Letters from Dr. Thomas L. Meador, May 21, 1965 and November 21, 1968. Dr. Meador was formerly the City Health Officer, Bureau of Health, Department of Public Health, Portland, Oregon. He is now Assistant Health Officer, Department of Medical Services, Multnomah County, Oregon.
34 Letters from Dr. Lad Mezera, Director, Bureau of Preventable Diseases, Health Department, Maricopa County, Phoenix, Arizona, May 21, 1965 and November 16, 1968.
35 Lorphan (levallorphan) has been used to a limited extent in California; however, the predominant anti-narcotic used is Nalline. In 1959 the California Department of Public Health reported that three of fourteen physicians experienced with the anti-narcotic testing program had made some use of Lorfan. Reported in THE ENIGMA OF DRUG ADDICTION, op. cit. supra note 1 at 330. In 1965 it was estimated that less than 10 per cent of the tests use Lorfan. Letter from Dr. Guy R. Turgeon, Medical Consultant, Narcotic Control, Parole and Community Service Division, Department of Corrections, Los Angeles, California, July 1, 1965.
36 Citizen’s Advisory Committee to the Attorney General on Crime Prevention, NARCOTIC ADDICTION 32 and 40 (1954).
ject to variable testing schedules. During the spring of 1965 there appears to have been a general statewide cutback in the frequency of all Nalline testing.

On June 1, 1964, the Department of Corrections adopted the policy of corroborating all positive and questionable Nalline Tests with a chemical test. A number of factors appear to have been involved in this change in policy. One of the contributing reasons was the recognition of certain limitations of the Nalline Test. Urinalysis is generally accepted as being a more sensitive testing device than the Nalline Test. Dr. Guy Turgeon indicates that two factors were involved in the policy change, "the new availability of facilities for large-scale laboratory tests and the lack of Nalline testing in smaller cities where volume did not justify the setting up of a Nalline clinic." As of mid-1965 some of the other agencies and "Nalline Clinics" had started to corroborate positive and questionable Nalline Tests with a chemical test.

It is emphasized, however, that prior to the adoption of the chemical test by the Department of Corrections the various formal reports in California consistently recommended that the Nalline Test not be used as the single criterion for determining the use of narcotics. Until June, 1964, however, urinalysis procedures were not commonly used.

The number of Nalline testing stations or "Nalline Clinics" in existence in California has been variable. A variety of governmental agencies including probation departments, sheriffs' departments, police departments, and local health departments have administered the "Nalline Clinics." The typical procedure, irrespective of the sponsoring agencies, is to make the facilities available to other agencies in which case the sponsoring agency is reimbursed for each test given.

With the exception of the Oakland Police Department, to the best of this investigator's knowledge, reasonably complete and readily accessible data regarding the activities of the various testing clinics for any given year is not available. Information is spotty, inaccessible, or unavailable. Although the Bureau of Criminal Statistics receives statewide Nalline Test reports on all persons tested this data is collated for positive tests only. Data relevant to the confirmation of the Nalline Test results by urinalysis is not reported to the Bureau of Criminal Statistics. It is not anticipated that the Bureau will expand its analysis and summarization of the Nalline Test data. As of 1968 the Bureau will cease processing this data and will no longer report positive tests. The substance of these facts is that for California we have no adequate statewide Nalline Test data upon which an analysis of the program may be based.

Positive Nalline Test results have been reported in annual state narcotics reports of drug arrests and disposition data since 1961. The positive tests that are reported are test failures of those persons.

Since the inception of Nalline testing in 1956 and continuing through 1964, statistical data sheets were released by the Oakland Police Department which presented in considerable detail descriptive data about the program. The compilation of this information was stopped after 1964 because of excessive work and lack of requests for information. Letter from Captain Thovald Brown, February 9, 1967.

The San Francisco Police Department provided this investigator with a complete set of their data sheets for the years 1960 through 1964 describing the activities of the Nalline Clinic supervised until recent years by the Department. This information is broken down by the agency for whom the tests are conducted and includes the sex, race, and results of the tests. The recording entity, however, is for the number of tests given and, therefore, it is not possible to determine the results for separate individuals.

Letter from Mr. Charles K. Bridges, Senior Crime Studies Analyst, Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Department of Justice, Sacramento, California, November 6, 1968.
in the program at the time of scheduled testing and who are assumed to be arrested as the result of the positive test—that is, failure. 46 The Bureau of Criminal Statistics assumes that persons testing positive are arrested unless there is evidence to the contrary and according to the opinion of one California authority, “Nearly all those testing positive are arrested.” 49 In view, however, of the multiplicity of programs and jurisdictions using the Nalline Test and the variable use which has ostensibly been made of it, the assumption that all positive tests culminate in arrest may not be a tenable one. If we assume that the reported failures do reflect the actual number of persons in the state testing positive the value of the information is unfortunately vitiating by the fact that failures “include those who tested negative but had suspicious marks as well as those who obviously were under the influence which precluded testing.” 50 These and other factors contribute to the difficulty in interpreting the Nalline Test failure data. In addition to the above these factors include incomplete information regarding number of persons in the program, number of tests given, and no information about the nature of the program the individual was participating in. All of these factors vitiate the value of the reported positive Nalline Test data. Irrespective of these serious limitations, this data appears to be the best estimate that we have of positive test results (failures) for the entire state of California.

Only limited information is available regarding the number of persons involved in the Nalline testing in California. In 1960, a formal report by the California Attorney General estimated that about 1,500 parolees and probationers were being tested each month.51 This may be an understatement. In Oakland alone there were 444 parolees and probationers in the program in 1960. From the time of its initial use in 1959 by the Los Angeles County Probation Department (reputedly the second largest user of the test) through January 1, 1966, 1,375 probationers had participated. Three hundred and seventy-three were active cases on the latter date.52 In 1965 it was estimated that there were 15 to 25 incoming and about the same number of outgoing cases in the Los Angeles County Probation Department each month.53

Spokesmen from the California Department of Corrections are able to provide rough estimates of the number of persons under their supervision involved in the Nalline testing program. During the summer of 1965 it was suggested that “possibly 2,000” persons had been given the test at least once during that year.54 One estimate of the total number of persons involved in the program (under the supervision of the Department of Corrections) places this number at 15,000 different persons and “probably more.” 55

Data regarding civil commitments in the Nalline program, all of whom are under the supervision of the Department of Corrections, is more complete. Total commitments to the California Rehabilitation Center through December 31, 1966 were 6,243. Of these, 3,640 had been transferred to outpatient status, and we may assume that most went into the Nalline testing program.56

Oakland, California represents a special situation because it has the longest experience with the Nalline Test of any area in the United States. 58


49 Letter from Mr. Charles K. Bridges, Senior Crime Studies Analyst, Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Department of Justice, Sacramento, California, November 6, 1968.

50 Letter from Mr. Charles K. Bridges, Associate Crime Studies Analyst, Bureau of Criminal Statistics, Department of Justice, Sacramento, California, December 16, 1964.

because Nalline testing records are available. The Oakland Police Department's statistical data sheets entitled, *Oakland Police Department Nalline Test Results*, distributed through 1964, are one of the more detailed of few such efforts to provide a reasonably detailed breakdown of Nalline testing information.

The reasons for the early emergence of the Nalline Test as a formal narcotic control measure in Oakland appear to be twofold: first, the fact that Dr. James Terry, one of the originators of the test, was the Chief Medical Officer at the Alameda County Rehabilitation Center, and second, the fact that the test had the support of key figures in the Oakland Police Department as well as of other Alameda County law enforcement personnel.77

The Oakland statistical data sheets present a wide array of facts on a yearly basis including the total number of tests conducted, test information based on race and sex, and test information for parolees and probationers including the number of tests conducted and the numbers of persons tested. Nalline Test results are presented for each of the above categories and several more. It is unfortunate that the Oakland authorities felt it necessary to abandon publication of this report.

*Illinois.* Illinois has actively used the Nalline Test since June, 1958. Initial use in 1958 and early 1959 appears to have been largely exploratory in nature. The number of tests administered gradually increased and with expanded physical facilities in mid-1961 they increased appreciably.83

Nalline testing in Illinois was initiated following a recommendation by a Legislative Narcotics Investigation Commission in 1957.84 The Commission further recommended the creation of a Division of Narcotic Control with authority to establish Nalline “clinics.” The Division of Narcotic Control became a reality on January 1, 1958.

Thus the responsibility for the administration of the Nalline Test in Illinois since its inception has been with the Division of Narcotic Control, a division within the Department of Public Safety.

The Division of Narcotic Control conducts Nalline testing for the Division of Supervision of Parolees (which is also a division within the Department of Public Safety) and the Cook County Adult Probation Department. On January 1, 1970 the Division of Narcotic Control became a part of the Illinois Bureau of Investigation and the Division of Supervision of Paroles was transferred to the Department of Correction both with minor modifications in their names. These two agencies contribute virtually all of the subjects to the program in Illinois.

In the program’s early stages, testing was done in the private offices of the Cook County Chief Probation Officer. Limited space and limited personnel seriously restricted the program at this time. The need to include more persons in the program, to test more consistently, and to provide more adequate space, was discussed in a legislative commission report of 1961, which evidenced considerable concern about the program, and in the 1960 annual report of the Division of Narcotic Control.85 A new Nalline Testing Center opened in May, 1961, and the number of tests increased. The interpretation of the test and the confidence formally placed in it by the Illinois Department of Public Safety is partly expressed in an Associated Press release announcing the opening of the center. The release stated in part:

Illinois is ready to begin a greatly improved program of rehabilitation supervision for drug addict parolees and probationers.

Opening of a new narcotics rehabilitation center in the South Side stockyards districts . . . will be the signal for stepped-up spot checks of addicts under state supervision. . . .

“We can check people who may be likely subjects for addiction as well as those with use records,” McMahon [Administrative Assistant to the Director of Public Safety] said. . . . “There will be many benefits. . . . And the supervision is not just a structure.

“T expect that we will catch many so-called


83 Over two thousand Nalline Tests were conducted in 1961 and more than four thousand in 1962. The number declined in 1963 to less than three thousand and remained at this level through 1967.

small habit cases—those which have not yet developed into the overwhelming craving which results in theft and robberies to get money for dope.

"To the extent that we curb development of addicts, we'll inhibit the market and the traffic in illegal drugs." 6

This confidence in the Nalline Test as a narcotic control measure is repeatedly expressed in the annual reports of the Illinois Division of Narcotic Control. Witness, for example, a statement from the 1964 report:

In the opinion of experienced narcotic specialists, the tests seem to deter relapses, to prolong periods of abstinence, and to detect recidivism promptly. We feel that Nalline is a valuable and efficient tool in the effective probationary and parole supervision of detoxified opiate addicts and when developed to its fullest capacity will be an economical way of restraining addicts from use. 26

In the early years of the Nalline testing program in Illinois the position of Rehabilitation Supervisor existed. Ostensibly this position was created to administer the Nalline Test and to co-ordinate it with other rehabilitative segments of the program. In sum, the test was conceived in part as one aspect of a rehabilitative effort. In addition:

It was the responsibility of the Rehabilitation Supervisor to find suitable detention and rehabilitation institutions in Illinois for the detention, processing, treatment, and safeguarding of narcotic addicts both in the category of civilly committed addicts as well as for narcotic addicts sentenced under criminal charges. The job necessitated the working out of the most comprehensive plan for using existing, or to be created, facilities for the treatment of addicts, and the development of the proper program for commitment and detention so that these people would not remain at large in the community as a focus of contagion. 62

As suggested by the above quotation a further function of the position was that of the location of "hospitals" or places of detention for addicts. Gilbert H. Cross, the one and only person to occupy the position of Rehabilitation Supervisor, has commented as follows regarding the Illinois program:

A strong, solid, effective basis has been laid for proper control, confinement, containment, rehabilitation, testing, and follow-up of the drug addict in the State of Illinois. It is, of course, too early to draw unwarranted conclusions, but we are confident that the majority of the offenders locked in the jaws of this program will never return to narcotic addiction and, consequently, many of them will never return to crime. 64

Gilbert Cross resigned April 30, 1962. The position of Rehabilitation Supervisor has never been filled.

Illinois operates only one Nalline Testing Center. Its location is off South Halsted Street in the stockyards area and is immediately adjacent to the Chicago office of the Illinois Division of Narcotic Control. Because all testing is conducted at one location it is possible to describe reasonably accurately the procedural aspects of the program.

The predominant use of the Nalline Test in Illinois has been with probationers and parolees. Conspicuously few tests have been given to other persons. The Division of Supervision of Parolees and the Cook County Adult Probation Department are responsible for notifying their wards when to appear for testing. Both agencies rely on surprise testing and typically subjects are informed by the parole or probation officer the day prior to their required appearance.

Since 1963, two probation officers are assigned to caseloads limited to subjects in the Nalline program and assume the responsibility for notifying their clients when to appear. The probation officers are present at the time of testing and meet with their respective clients at some time during their appearance at the center.

The Division of Supervision of Parolees operates differently. Caseloads composed entirely of narcotic cases are not maintained. Similar to the probation program, parolees are informed the day
prior to testing that they are to appear. This division, however, follows a policy of rotating its duty assignments at the Nalline Testing Center, one result of which is that the parolee may seldom, perhaps never, see his own parole officer at the time of taking the test. The exception to this is the women, who, because they are fewer in number also have fewer women parole officers.

One conspicuous difference between the Illinois and California Nalline programs is that since the inception of the former, urinalysis has been consistently used to corroborate positive and equivocal Nalline Tests. In addition, urinalyses are run on persons to whom the Nalline Test cannot be given because of medical contraindications or because they appeared too late.

The effect of the use of urinalysis is that the Nalline Test in Illinois is definitely used as a "screening device." That is, all persons suspected of using narcotics as measured by the Nalline Test have this suspicion corroborated by urinalysis. Because of its greater sensitivity, testing by urinalysis of all positive and equivocal Nalline Test results, presumably insures that persons will not be falsely accused of using narcotics. Also, the certainty of identifying those who are using narcotics is increased. Thus, using this procedure, only those tests showing a "false negative" result as measured by the Nalline Test will "slip through" the net of the testing program.

The Illinois Division of Narcotic Control has consistently observed in its annual reports that an adequate follow-up program involves both Nalline testing and urinalysis. Data collected by the Division includes the results of Nalline Tests and urinalyses. The incorporation of urinalysis into the Illinois testing program seems to have come about as the result of decisions which took place at the policy formation stage between the Division and the Mason-Grimm Clinical Laboratory of Chicago. Malachi L. Harney, the first Superintendent of the Illinois Division of Narcotic Control, has observed that the decision to incorporate corroborative urinalysis "did not arise from any specific failures in any specific Nalline cases, but from a desire to avoid such a possibility." 66


The Division of Narcotic Control formally releases only limited statistical data related to its involvement in the Nalline program. The annual report typically contains one or two sentences regarding statistics of the program, but this is the
extent of formally released data. Monthly reports of the number of times persons appear at the Chicago Testing Center and the results thereof, however, are assembled at the Center and submitted to the Springfield headquarters. Data is collected for both the Nalline Test and urinalysis. The information recorded is in terms of the number of times persons appeared and the tests given. The Division does not collect data relevant to the number of persons in the program. Neither does the Division collect data on the average number of tests given per individual during any one time period. Therefore, from the data provided by the Division of Narcotic Control it is impossible to estimate the number of persons in the program for any given year. The Adult Probation Department of the Circuit Court of Cook County reports that from the period of June 3, 1959 to September 30, 1962, 1,219 cases were supervised in the Nalline testing program. A similar inventory indicated that 540 cases were supervised between October 1, 1967 and October 2, 1968.\(^6\) As of December 4, 1968 the Illinois Division of Supervision of Parolees had placed 3611 parolees in the Nalline program since mid-1961.\(^7\)

Information regarding the relative use of the Nalline Test in Chicago, Illinois, Oakland, California, and San Francisco, California in terms of the total appearances for the Nalline Test and the positive results during the several years of its use is presented in Table 1. Clearly many more tests are being given in both Oakland and San Francisco than in Chicago. Since the Chicago data represents the total testing situation in Illinois, it falls far short of the composite California effort. It is impossible to compare the three areas on the basis of the number of persons in the program because of the absence of information from Chicago and San Francisco.

Comparisons on the basis of the number of appearances for tests provides a crude index of the intensiveness of the Nalline testing program in each of the three areas. Evaluation of the program on the basis of the proportion of tests that are positive, however, is very hazardous. Innumerable factors contribute to the number of positive tests, that is, failures. These factors include the conscientiousness with which the reports are submitted, the competency of the examiner, the prevailing practice regarding the interpretation of equivocal (no pupil change) tests, the prevailing drug-use patterns including the type and quality of the drugs being used, the relative proportion of the total drug using population that is in the Nalline program, the testing patterns that are employed and the assiduousness with which the program is implemented.

**CONCLUSION**

The Nalline Test emerged in the late 1950's as one of several auxiliary narcotic control measures accompanying law enforcement procedures and was acclaimed in some quarters as a highly useful control device. The test has seen its most extensive use in California whereas Illinois has made lesser use of it. Limited use of the test has been made in other states.

The implementation of the Nalline Test in California in contrast to Illinois, in virtually every respect, appears to be more vigorous, more encompassing and better articulated. A greater commitment to the test in California is indicated. This is true irrespective of the fact that Illinois has consistently corroborated selected test results by urinalysis while California initiated this procedure on a limited basis in 1964. In addition to the encompassing nature of the program in California, there has been some experimentation with the test both in the technical sense and in terms of varying the testing patterns.

It is noteworthy that while other states or agencies have considered the Nalline Test it has been rejected by most, sometimes by those who have accepted other anti-narcotic testing procedures which they consider to be more efficient. Interestingly this has occurred simultaneously with the on-going use of the Nalline Test in California and Illinois.

---

\(^6\) Letter from Mr. Edward Kozlow, Supervisor, Adult Probation Department, The Circuit Court of Cook County, Chicago, Illinois, October 28, 1968.

\(^7\) Letter from Mr. R. B. Johnson, Superintendent, Division of Supervision of Parolees, Department of Public Safety, Chicago, Illinois, December 4, 1968, courtesy of Clarence P. Nilles, Assistant Superintendent and Robert Klasna, Parole Agent.